
I am on top of a mountain with my step cousin and following him down with my skies. The snow is quite wet and there is a very big jump in front of us. We both manage to do it without falling but decide to stop and the following jump I just take my time and walk on the grass on the side of it.

I am at a car shop talking to a dealer about a car I want to buy. He makes a very low offer for my old car but I tell him that I have already sold it. He then thinks I should buy for very little money his neighbour's van. We go look for it in a parking lot with many broken cars from gypsy owners.

I am in a train seating in front of a girl. I am actually ignoring her and just watch a video my German artist friend sent me. She also wants to watch it and just offer her some tea. She accepts it and I ask what kind of tea she wants even though I only have green. She wants exactly green.

I am walking at night along a stone wall with my old friends. As I look at some of the stones missing we agreed on meeting once a week in the evening. My best friend then reminds us of the time we were young and we used to also meet once a week in the evening to go to the disco and have fun.

I am in a field when I see a guy walking with a blond girl in the back. She actually wants to run away from him but he hold on and start crossing on my left to then go to the right. The girl then manages to escape and comes to hug me and even wants to kiss me and make out like a couple.

I am with my wife in the back of our new garage. She has actually parked our old car there and I realize I have to download the summer tires from the trunk. They are too dirty and I go in the garage to look for gloves but notice that my wife is already removing them. She actually has gloves.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house with a curator friend of my wife. I then try to show a picture of my project museum on my phone. I actually zoom in on my face sticking out from an opening but as I zoom out the picture shows the project museum distorted and from below the valley.

I am walking to the city with my working pants still on. I hear my wife calling me back to at least change them but I don't care on keep on walking to a big square. I want to seat on an edge to film but there is a black homeless guy with a dog coming towards me. I then move but he follows me.

I am seating in a theater with a woman behind making scrambled eggs from her newly born child. She then puts it carefully inside a stroller and I see her leaving with her husband. They actually stop in front of a tunnel and starts to argue but the stroller falls down a cliff and she also jumps.

I am walking with another artist in the office of a Slovakian curator. She has met me before and I wonder if she recognizes me now that I grew long hairs. She is actually giving antibiotics to another curator and offers them to us. The other artist takes them but I am really fine and refuse.

I am in a room with my old friends and a woman telling us to go down in a theater and seat in the women row. With then look through a window at the theater below us and wait for my best friend to decide. He actually sees free seats around the stage and we just go there and stand over them.

I am in front of my parents' apartment and hear them knocking. They want me to come in but I am really hesitant after all they have been doing to me. In the end I accept and my stepfather proposes that we watch a movie all together. I hate the idea but really like the living room and accept.

I am in a ship with my wife talking about the meal we just got. It is cold and I see another passenger getting out of a door with his one heated up. I then expect that there is a microwave there and also go in but realize it is only a sauna. I walk further and meet my handicap neighbour cooking.  

I am on a motorbike going on a straight road. My Greek new friend is behind me driving a scooter but he is too slow and it is getting too dangerous with the cars driving too close to us. I then start to go faster but reach a working site with bricks spread all over the road and no where to go.

I am walking in an very old Portuguese city with my wife. We are actually have an harbour on our right and on our left there is an old palace with people wearing masks seating high up on the windows. As we are about to enter is we realize we left my Polish friend behind in a locker room.

I am in a classroom with a lot of other students and realize that I have to do an assignment with one of them. I then get the idea of drawing a cow on paper but the student I am supposed to work with is already making an abstract painting. All the other students are also painting and I leave.

I am in an abandoned building and take the elevator to the last floor. It is actually very scary and I lay flat on the ground but the elevator starts going across the building and finally stops. Some German professors gets in and we start the ride back but I get all dirty from the tar on some beams.

I am in the bathroom with my wife. She actually just got out of the shower and I am also naked. She then wonders what I am doing and I joke saying I want to make love with her all the time while in reality I am also about to get in the shower. She doesn't get offend it and she lets me go in.

I am in a forest looking at an opening right below me. On my left there is actually a woman hunting and I see a gray fox standing in the middle drinking water from a stream. I expect the woman to shoot but she just sends out her dog. The latter starts chasing the fox but they both get tired.

I am walking in the back of a condominium where we just bought an apartment. It is close to the sea side and every apartment has a air conditioning unit in the back. Two of them are connected together and I notice that the unit of an apartment standing in the middle was added later.

I am in front of our Dutch house and realize we also have a garden there. The wife of my mean neighbour is standing on her side of their garden arguing with my wife. I then go shake her hand and her husband also come carrying boxes. I then gently grab his head to make him calm down. 

I am walking with a friend on a path in the country and see some guys seating on an edge above. I am actually carrying a long pipe with me and shake it in front of them. One of them gets very angry but I don't reply because my back hurts and I wouldn't be able to run away if they chase us.

I am in a little shop with a black girl I have adopted. I then decide to get her an ice-cream but there is no one inside to pay for it. One man finally comes out of a tiny room but in the meantime a lot of other costumers arrive. He doesn't serve me first and have to make it at the end of the line.

I am in a public gym checking out the machines. Some girls are training on them and I just walk downstairs where I find a bar with golden cups. The owner suddenly arrives and wonder if I like his pizza. I then ask to try a sample of each of them and he brings me a dish with a lot of pieces.

I am in a small butcher shop with my former English colleague. I actually beg him to make me teach again and he tells me that I can follow him on a trip to a Russian university. One of the students who is also coming along is there and I go out of the shop and we all get into an expensive car.

I am walking on a road with small restaurants and find a Chinese woman making jewelry. She does also engraving and I ask her if she can prepare a necklace with a Taoist inscription. She first has to have dinner with the emperors and then I ask her about the material she is planning to use.

I am in a cafe seating with a friend when a Romanian girl comes seating between us. She has to work on her laptop and I can see on the screen how fast it is operating. I then tell her that I am still waiting form my new laptop and she tells me it could take weeks before they get it ready for me.

I am walking home from the supermarket and come close to a guy getting off a van. It is very dark but I hear him talking Italian. I then also talk to him in Italian and he invites me in an apartment with two girls. He then tells me he is from a little alpine village like me but more to the west.

I am inside a tunnel with two other guys. As we walk inside it I start to get very claustrophobic with the ceiling almost touching my head. At last we make it back to our starting point and as one of the guys gets a carrot from a vending machines some kids tells us of another tunnel to get out. 

I am in the apartment of a Japanese girl and look through her things to find some money. I get hold of her wallet and go out of the apartment but forget my backpack inside. She is coming home with her mother and I just hide on a narrow staircase. They actually see me and invite me in.

I am in a car with my ex wife and oldest son. We are actually driving up a small mountain road but the top is covered by snow. I anyway drive across it and end on a steep ski slope. I manage to make it all the way down and meet a tall blond guy working there who says he used to be my friend.

I am in an hotel lobby and kiss a girl. She gets very happy and tells all her friends who are waiting to check in. I then realize what I have done and wish to tell her that I am actually married but her friends set up a screen and shows a video of a performance they made sliding naked from a cliff. 

I am on a mountain talking to a woman working at the city hall. She is showing me three different ruins I could renovate. One of them already has iron pillars and a bed inside. I try to lay there but realize only the bed fits. Meantime a guy who is also searching for a ruin calls me on the phone.

I am walking on a street with rebels driving and harassing people. I try to be careful and avoid black dogs running my way. Suddenly I reach a whole new different neighborhood with people dressing expensive clothes. It is the financial district and there are no rebels there but I still watch out.

I am working at a police station and listen to my chief explaining about a school bus used by criminals. He even has an aerial picture showing where it is currently located. It is next to a tall turquoise building and I propose to raid it. My female colleagues are in shock and against my idea.

I am in a factory using a machine to make a hole in the back of a toilet seat. It is not getting so nice and I realize I don't have the lid to mount on. As I put the seat down I find another seat with already the seat attached to it. I just need to install it but a lot of people get in a factory to party.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house with my wife seating at the table. We finally decide to fill our tax form and I realize it is very easy. Our neighbour also comes to help us and my wife just writes what he says but her calligraphy is really bad and I scold her telling her to try to write better.

I am on top of a hill with my children and run down the green field to a fence. There are a lot of cows on the other side and I film my daughter interacting with them. She actually picks the most docile ones to come to our side and let the others scream so loud that their nostrils get very big.

I am on a road next to the big jeep of the American husband of an old cousin. There is a Chinese restaurant behind the jeep and we go in for some noodles. As we start eating the American guy starts asking me where to eat some Japanese noodles and I tell him to drive across to a German city.

I am in a station searching for a train to take me to a Dutch city. I actually get on a slow train and soon realize it is a metro going to a big city. I then decide to take a walk there instead and try to get off at the first stop but it is too tight where I am seating and cannot make it out on time.

I am working and see that I got an email from a lesbian professor. I can clearly see that she wrote me that I have been accepted as part of her staff but when I try to open the email I find a lot of different threads. She is chatting with me and I understand that it is too difficult to get accepted.

I am in an old alley looking at a performance an artist friend is doing with another friend pointing a gun at one another. I find it really dull and just leave but then notice that on the left wall they even managed to put a poster of the gun. As I look on the other side there is even a sculpture of it. 

I am in a changing room with my oldest son promising me he will finish a software I asked him to program. My dead elementary school teacher is also there and she invites us to a meeting with another teacher. We then seat down a long table and he tells us about a train they are building.

I am with my wife walking on a road at night. There is a small villa there with a couple who is supposed to sell us a cable we need for our house but they already sold it. We then start running back home with the couple following us on foot. We go up hill but both of us don't feel tired.

I am in a theater looking at a woman seating next to me typing a code on her phone. She only uses very few digits and I realize I can also change my long password. As I try to do so the show begins and we watch an actor also typing with his feet as if the floor was a keyboard turning a light on.

I am seating on an office chair outside a small shop when a group of professors walk by. I hold their hands and get pushed forward. One of them asks me what is my work about and I explain my project. He wants to invite me to give lectures in his French university and I recognize the place.

I am next to a firewood storage scanning each piece to retrieve pictures from my exhibition. My computer is not responding and most of the logs are actually turned so that I cannot scan the ones behind them. I then think of simulating the scanning using my computer alone but it is stuck. 

I am in a ground floor room with the old Chinese dictator and other important politicians. There is also a young man and he asks the dictator why he cannot go out of the country. The dictator then starts drawing a car standing half inside and half outside a garage but doesn't comment on it.

I am in a kitchen with one of my mountains neighbour. He is actually the cook of a school and gives me a lot of different fried food. I only grab one chicken and he seats down with me to warn me about an upcoming exam. I had no idea and complain that we never get any text books to study.

I am in a bedroom with my best friends and other young girls. Two of them are sort of flirting with us and invite us to install a dating app on our phone. I then do it but it is too difficult to log on it. Meantime one of them already comes laying next to me and I just give up the phone and hug her.

I am getting back home late at night and find my mother waiting for me. She wants to know where I have been and I just lie to her. She then grabs my phone to see which numbers I have called. It is obvious that I have been lying to her but she just doesn't get it even looking at my messages.

I am walking with a girl on a beach down south. The water is crystal clear and I just take the girl in my arms to cross over it. We actually reach a cave where I think of making love to her but there are already too many couples doing it. We then get deeper inside it but it starts to get too scary.

I am in my garden pulling out a pole of the neighbour's fence to let the water flow out of our garden. It works and I go fetch a drill to fix the pole elsewhere but see one of our neighbour's friend crossing over our garden. He also does it and I run towards him with an ax until he climbs back.

I am checking out the stage of a modern theater and start pirouetting but accidentally hit a guard with my arm. It is nothing serious but he anyway decides to bring me out of the theater. I accept and get on the road and keep up my dance with him still watching me and feeling very angry.

I am walking in an old city with my friends and meet two girls. They actually wants to meet us again but we are all married and cannot. We anyway agree on a date and then run back to our wives but one of my friends takes the wrong road above us and ends up behind a fence he can't cross.

I am in a small villa in the middle of a Spanish desert. The old American owner living there gives me a small bottle to smell. She bought it at the local market and I suddenly remember I was in the villa before with my dead American director who was also her best friend. She cannot believe it.

I am building a castle with one of my mountain neighbour. As I use sand and lime to paste new bricks on top her son also comes to help me to dig. I expect him to judge my work but he is quite okay with it even though we ran out of bricks and only have some plastic ones left that are too small.

I am in a carpentry warehouse next to my old work. I already made an order there once before I started my work and search for the old man who helped me then. There are a lot of young people on the other side of the counter but I finally find the man and he actually still remembers me.

I am walking with a black basketball player to his new team. It is not as strong as his previous one but he doesn't care and just enters the parking lot trying to shoot from afar. He misses but his black women team mates are really impressed and he chooses the hottest one as his girlfriend.

I am at the entrance of a palace and suddenly remember the code to get in. I do so and find an old Chinese colleague inside. He has just done some work for me and I want to thank him by cooking a soup. I only have leftover ingredients but I think it will be nice enough for the two of us.

I am walking on a steep forest next to a lake when a girl comes on her scooter. It has been exactly one year we met and she wishes to celebrate the event. We never met since then and I thought she had forgotten me but accept her invitation. She actually took brought some old salad to eat.

I am in a small restaurant with my best friend. He wants to help and asks one of the waiters what to do. They are very busy but she doesn't want to disappoint him and tells us to pick the garbage up. I pick the one by the exit but it is only half full and we should have waited the closing hour.

I am going down a narrow staircase to a little night club. I expect very little people there but it is actually full and I try to make my way through girls and boys dancing. One of the latter is quite crazy and slides with his knees next to me. I then stretch my leg out and manage to push him away.

I am with my daughter in a market place and find a guy engraving dates on stones. I wait for him to engrave one and then ask him to engrave an ancient Chinese character. He can actually read it and uses a special iron heated with coals to engrave it but my daughter gets to close to it.

I am watching an old movie about a boxer who is about to go to the ring to fight. He makes up his mind and gets on his bran new cabriolet. His girlfriend is seating on another cabriolet and her face is completely swollen. He tries to make up with her but she just leaves with her new boyfriend. 

I am walking with my wife and kids to the edge of a city. Our daughter is exhausted from all the walking and I think of carrying her but get her scooter out and she gets her energies back. There is even a professional skateboarder on the sidewalk and she manages to keep in front of the latter.

I am in a kitchen with the new socialist leader. She is actually doing our dishes and then putting them in the washer. I then tell her she doesn't have to do them at all and see that her hands got too dry. I look for some cream but cannot find the right one and give her my children butt cream.

I am in an airport filling up a form to rent a car. I am supposed to put in the target plate of my own car but I don't know it. They then give me a car to share with a man and his boy. I seat in the back while they keep on bragging how cool the car is with doors opening and closing automatically. 

I am in a basement working on my computer with an hacker. He tells me that my computer is way too full and I will need to install a program to clean it. I never hear of such program and it is way too expensive but he thinks he can also program a similar one from scratch although it is hard.

I am in a meeting with a lady working for the municipality of our mountain village.  I ask her if it is okay to move on with the staircases for my project museum and she tells me to go ahead. If I get sued she will get confiscate all the papers from her colleagues. I then leave but drop my papers.

I am in our Dutch house garden throwing a party when one of my wife's colleagues bring a man I never met. I shake his hand but realize he is without fingers. He doesn't mind and expect to talk to me but my old Greek friend also arrives dressing like a soldier and I go hug him and talk to him.

I am in a park talking to my Spanish friends who just had a baby. She is unemployed but shows me a pierce he has helped her to build. They have managed to put lights inside and they show me how beautiful it gets when it is on. It is impressive and I tell them about a Colombian designer.

I am with a friend inside a cave. At the very end there are two professors and I encourage him to talk to them and see if they have a job for him. He then walks forward and ask but the male professor doesn't answer and the female professors proposes him to apply to a quite silly position.

I am biking in a Spanish village when my mother calls me. She tells me that she has money for my children and I tell her that I can send her their bank accounts but then wonder how she got my new phone number. The call suddenly gets interrupted and I try to call her back but don't manage.

I am with my wife on a dike overlooking a beach. We could walk further to find a better spot but I am fine with it and we walk down. It is way too small but I see an helicopter on the water. It has speakers instead of guns and it comes close to inform us about the depth of the sea in front of us.

I am on the sidewalk in front of our Dutch house cutting down some trees. A neigbour comes to ask me whether he can use some to light his fire. I agree and shows him where I am piling them up in front of our window. He then think he can also take some building wood with the trees I cut.

I am running through a Chinese city and reach a damp. An albino Chinese woman is seating on the top and she looks at me as if she was in love. I then realize that her eyes are blue and her hairs are in fact blond. Together we look at some drones attached under air balloons flying low over us.

I am in a house ground floor where an old Dutch friend tells me that I can work with him counting election votes. I am actually all dressed red like a Communist and he suggests that I get changed into something more neutral. I then go upstairs and get undressed but don't find any pants.

I am at a party where the players of an important football team are standing on chairs. One of them is actually my old Gambian roommate and I say hi to him. He is very happy to see me and really wants to meet up again. He then writes on paper all his phone numbers I can use to call him.

I am with two other guy in the mountains. We actually decide to split and send one down the valley and myself around a cliff. The third should climb the cliff but it is too foggy to see it. As it gets less foggy we see how enormous it is and how hard it will be to climb it but there is no way back.

I am playing a game around a condominium and almost get caught by a guy around the corner. I then climb up on a terrace and find a large glass. I manage to lift it and throw it down at him before hiding in an apartment. I think I am alone there but there are two other Swedish players. 

I am outside of a big sport hall where my wife is training on a large inflatable trampoline. I want to tell her that it is time to go home when I see a famous tennis player walking out. The inflatable have a big logo of her but as she leaves also the logo pills off and my wife has to stop jumping.

I am walking down a road and meet a guy complaining that he was about to buy a jeep but his wife decided against it. I then tell him of the van and I bought and I converted it into a camper to pay less taxes. He finds it an excellent idea and calls his wife to tell her they should do the same.

I am in the south most point of an American peninsula walking in the crystal clear water when I realize I could get burnt. I then move away from the beach and to a plantation where some young people are stealing coconuts. I also would like to drink from one but I am not sure they are edible.

I am in the atelier of an Italian artist trying to organize a meeting with us and a politician. I then ask him whether we should do it for lunch or dinner. He understands I want to do it twice and says he has no time for it. I then realize how little generous he is eating his food without sharing it.

I am in a small square taking photographs of a Chinese woman with an old camera. As I am done with it I realize that there was no film in the camera and no pictures were taken. I then take my camera and I hide behind a lettuce leaf. I try to photograph her but she immediately finds out.

I am walking with my daughter through an airport when an Indian man tells her how pretty she is. I then follow the man up an escalator but loose track of my daughter. There are other Indian men and go with them through a check in. Upstairs they are showing a movie of their old leader.

I am in an auditorium where a director announces that the nearby hospital has been closed down. I then go out with two friends and see that the doors and windows have been closed with bricks. There is actually a staircase going down to a river and there is glass on the water to walk on.

I am on a train with a Swedish girl leaning her head against me. She is mentally sick and tells me how she also as a twin like me. As we cross a long bridge over the sea she complaints about the weather in her country and I tell her that I have been also living there for years and had to stand it.

I am walking in a university holding hands with my old Indonesian and Brazilian classmates. It has been years we haven't met and I want to take a picture together but they don't seem to care. My Brazilian classmate is actually very tiny and passerby keep on making comments about him. 

I am on top of a skyscraper with my daughter. We actually were supposed to go to a hospital and she shows me where it is. I can see that there is a big square of glass in front of us and then the hospital. It is far but decide we should anyway go down the skyscraper and walk across the square.

I am in the Spanish capital and end up in a room where an old woman is reading the hand of a family member. As I try to get out again I end up in a school with many classrooms. The students are still inside and I am tempted to use a blackboard to draw but the director comes to get me out. 

I am walking in a station and meet a girl I am supposed to date. I already have a plan to bring her to a Chinese restaurant and realize that a big poster of the same restaurant is just behind it. I see that it closes early in the afternoon but she shows me that they mean early in the morning.

I am going up an escalator of a mall and reach the toys department. There is a nice ball standing on the floor and I just run and kick it hard against a shelf with many other toys. A woman is very impressed by I don't want to talk to her and just take the escalator to the bottom floor again. 

I am in the atelier of an Italian artist and start following him to an opening. It is dark and we start swimming fast across a river. As we reach the other side I can feel sea urchins under my feet. We anyway manage to get out and shower with other girls who are shocked about the artist's dates. 

I am walking up to my attic and find that the laser machine is smocking. I then look closely and realize that the lid has fallen off and that it is printing on the aluminum bed. As I look more carefully I find that it managed to perforate the bed and it is now printing over the disc of the machine.

I am standing next to a big river and see my twin sister on a bridge with an automatic gun. I then realize that one of her rivals is swimming below her. My sister starts shooting at her but she is very bad and the rival manages to make it to the opposite side even though she keeps on shooting.

I am at a party talking to my best friend. He has given up his work in an Arab country and as he brags about it an other old friend starts talking to him. The latter is bisexual and quite flirtatious but I remind them that both their fathers used to be good friends and part of the same ski team.

I am standing on top of some green mountains looking at the sun straight in front of me. I then try to find a view of the valley and just keep on running on a path. The stone walls around it get quite high and I get afraid of wild animals. I actually hear people coming and I hide to scare them.

I am in a small room with two doors and choose the right one that takes me in a Chinese restaurant. I then walk out of it but I am carrying too much stuff and barely make it through the exit. As I manage to do so a Chinese employee wants to check my stuff to see I haven't stolen anything.


